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Yamamoto Teruji (Yamamoto Yohji) and the well-known sports brand Adidas cooperation in the production of fashion line Y-3, has
been famous for its unique design. The heat of its High Qasa shoes, we can see that, and this time Y-3 is about to launch the 2014
fall Low Hayex shoes launched the latest color design. The design with the shoes in black body as the main body, and sole is
ingenious into red and camouflage to be decorated, very the eye-catching eye-catching ah. This fall Low Hayex latest color design
will be on sale at the beginning of this, the interest of the friends do not miss it. 
/>
< p > classic sports brand Reebok to join the forefront the rig out ", for the new series to create a name for" give me your classics and
I 'll show you the future "modeling specials and fashion film. Team chose of the old roots of with the weight of the Reebok began from
former J.W. foster and sons, the moment you feel pulled back the 20 years ago. In addition, this group of photos shot in the birthplace
of brand Bolton and Manchester, brand so as to better promote is on September 4, issued commemorative book. 
/>
Recently surely the hottest topic of non-shoes NIKE Air Yeezy 2, none other than the sale of domestic first has come to an end, it can
be described as a few happy tears, Beijing yesterday, it began to thunder, many people is the rain queuing to buy natural happy, but
do not buy friends do not lose heart, at least your receipt to the chase love shoes in the process, I believe that this experience is far
more to spend huge sums of money to buy these shoes while meaning more. It is heard that a successful offer price to buy Air Yeezy
2, a friend of the shop door, people bought were to twelve thousand yuan price, these shoes are hot, it is evident. We do not know the
achievements of Kanye West Nike, Nike or achievements of Kanye West, but cooperation between the two set off in the summer
capital and the country, the whole world is interested in sneakers friends craze. Today specially for everyone summarizes Kanye
West and all the stars (not to mention the country) wearing Nike Air Yezzy 2 pictures for friends to buy sneakers provide some mix of
inspiration, and for friends who did not buy it deepens In the brain the impression that we do not forget, we have too crazy for it.
[Chinese shoes Network - Brand Dynamics] Nike and Liberty latest together to create a new sports series will be launched on April 7,
the their latest batch of new sports series will each in London Great store shelves. This message is not to make you tempted
excitement of it? Now we lead you to feast on it ahead of fashion people. 
Unlike previous launch with colored flowers decorated the sports series, the latest sports series primarily in blue, decorated only very
simple beige lace and lace. Three different printing styles sportswear included in this series: the first is Anoosha, which is
characteristic of printing the 1930sthe second is Lora, which is based on the seventies version of the "Willow" mode ? William
Morriss Three is the Crown (Crown), based on this design Scotland paisley, Liberty19 early 20th century printed works. 
In addition, the series also includes models with printed shorts, vest and jacket and other single product. They will be held May 7 at
Nike global retail shelves. (Chinese shoes Network - the most authoritative and most professional shoe News Media Partners: shoe
clothing and shoes information.)
Nick kicks X Vans Vault Present "The Duel" 2013-12-08 22:30:15 appreciation trend of people believe a lot of blue denim fabric with
brown leather combination does not feel strange, this classic combination is many times applied to the clothing design, but this time,
the famous news site Nick Kicks shoes together Vans Vans Vault's high-end branch brought us such a design shoes.
Nick Kicks whether the site or the store are from Texas, and we can think of when it comes to the Texas cowboy, so Nick Kicks The
selected SK8-Hi and Era LX two shoes for the design blueprint, In Texas cowboy source for the design, selection of denim fabric with
dark brown leather upper building, this design not only hit Two-Tone color feel, the more people feel the two mutually cloth Zhenghui
but clever fusion together with a unique atmosphere, and Vans Vault consistently excellent choice of fabrics to create shoes on the
shoe style is also sweeping, two of the brand logo has also been understated engraved in the top of the insole. This series is about
the shelves next week, like cowboy style friends had better pay attention, it is learned Era LX is priced at $ 110, SK8-Hi is priced at $
125.
[Chinese shoes Network - when the new equipment] AIR EPIC was born in 1985, regarded as a controversial Nike's retro sneaker,
because it labeled the title of plagiarism, talking about this will have to mention Another protagonist, that is new balance of CM990,
CM990 shoes just been published that year, although pricing encroaching $ 100, but its sales are still very impressive, has become a
vanity for (PS lot of people's minds: What point may even NB had no idea), Nike was to compete with, produced the AIR EPIC, but
surrounded by a circular device with the heel of the CM990 was a little too similar, and therefore spread AIR EPIC is designed after
the reference CM990 shoes. 
But the story we know like, who copied who did not seem so important, but Nike's marketing strategy is absolutely no doubt, took
recent years, the brand will all of its retro sneaker eleven engraved is definitely match up, because the moment when it is hot vintage,
but in recent days, the brand will also be engraved AIR EPIC again, and launched a retro sneaker of the most popular two colors,
gray and blue, and the the price of 12,600 yen, friends keen on vintage running shoes may wish to consider.
Adidas Originals brand new sports players Tubular shoes 2014-12-16 10:31:32 Chinese shoes network cnxz.cn [Source: kidulty]
Print Close 
Chinese shoes Network December 15 hearing, after a bold breakthrough thinking, improvements, changes and design, adidas
Originals achievements Tubular such a pair of unprecedented sneaker treasures! Compared to the past, shoes, Tubular been given
stronger spiritual core, the new outline, bold flow lines, no doubt, will redefine the sports and fashion. Unique Tubular outsole is one of
the signs, dual-density EVA material created its unparalleled comfort, the chassis is specially treated to provide excellent stability
support. As a member of the clover family, design, Tubular naturally not less, diving fabric fashioned shoes simple and neat, modern
full. It is reported that the lead is being released four color limit global flagship store on sale. This share is about blowing Tubular
boom, you catch up with you (media partner: Hee-meter Mount Nick shoes Danby slaves shoes) 
?
Related news
Chinese shoes Network May 26 hearing, held in Xiamen Olympic 2010--2011, new orders at winter and spring, Pick's international
strategy is still intent "is obvious" - except, as always, with Stankovic Continental Basketball renewal, but also with the New Zealand
Olympic Committee of Serbia Basketball Association entered into a strategic cooperation - which will take advantage of multiple
strong resources "into the pocket" of the operation, it is the Olympic international strategy Diversification has always insisted on the
idea. 



In addition to traditional sports marketing, Olympic cooperation with Jiangsu TV's new marketing strategy also surfaced. It is
understood that the second half of the 2010 Olympic and Jiangsu TV will jointly launch a file strong column - "a famous battle." This
column will "Pick 5V5 Basketball Challenge", together with the Olympic year, covering the first heavy brand promotion activities on
the streets, schools, newspapers, television networks and even basketball-loving groups, all-round display Chinese blood "basket"
children struggle to combat basketball dream experiences and emotional journey.
With the growing trend of the market and thrive, both in terms of the color of shoes or species has changed dramatically from the
previous several Kingdoms, and now hundreds of gongs from the previous single color, to colorful now. But the coefficient classic,
black and white forever occupy the mainstream of this trend, the trend of the sector will never quit, overwhelmed Nicekicks
recommend the 10 pairs of the most anticipated of white shoes: 
Source: nicekicks 
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